SPONORSHIP OPPORTUNITIES
‘There comes a point where we need to
stop just pulling people out of the river.

AlphA
VestA

We need to go upstream and ﬁnd out
why they are falling in’
DESMOND TUTU

Domestic Abuse Training & Consultancy

How you can support Alpha Vesta in breaking the
cycle of domestic abuse
Alpha Vesta was founded as a CIC in 2019
by Lucy Whittaker, with a very clear mission
statement of ‘breaking the cycle of domestic
abuse through awareness, prevention and
early intervention in the workplace’. Alpha
Vesta support businesses and organisations to
build understanding around domestic abuse,
its impact as well as its complexity. This allows
staff to recognise the signs and respond within their own
workforce as well as amongst those that come into contact
with their business or organisation. Through embedding a
supportive culture and building understanding, Alpha Vesta
enable employees to respond effectively and safely at an
earlier point.

Public funding has given Alpha Vesta a valuable platform
and evidence base in creating a robust preventative
rather than reactive approach to domestic abuse
however, to continue this important work, they are now
looking to engage with businesses and organisations
as part of their own corporate social responsibility to
support Alpha Vesta’s work going forward. Lucy says
‘Sponsorship would beneﬁt any business or organisation
looking to develop their own trusted, supportive and
diverse organisation and different sponsorship packages
allow their support of Alpha Vesta to be shared across
their own organisation and marketing strategy as well
as feature as a sponsor on our website and within our
training sessions’.

1 in 10 of all offences recorded by police is
domestic related. (ONS, 2019)

‘‘Breaking the Cycle of Domestic abuse through
Awareness, Prevention and Early Intervention in
the Workplace’’

As the Country went into lockdown in March 2020 due
to the Coronavirus pandemic, Lucy was determined to
increase people’s knowledge and understanding around
domestic abuse. This was coupled with her growing
concerns around the effects that the pandemic would
have on people living with domestic abuse. It saw her
move face to face talks, presentations and training
sessions to an online format that made them even more
accessible, not only across the county of Essex, but across
the whole country.

1 in 5 children are growing up in homes where
domestic abuse is occuring. (NSPCC, 2020)
Since the ﬁrst online workshop on 22nd April 2020 to
30th November 2020, Alpha Vesta have seen over 2000
people attend their fully-funded online sessions which
are currently being funded by Essex PFCC (Police, Fire
and Crime Commissioner for Essex), Essex Community
Foundation and The National Lottery. Sessions are
delivered by Lucy who is supported by a trained Facilitator.

Making an Impact!
Alpha Vesta’s online awareness sessions and workshops
in domestic abuse include: Understanding Domestic
Abuse and its Impact, The Complexity of Domestic
Abuse, Impact of Domestic abuse on Children, Impact of
Domestic Abuse in the Workplace and Domestic Abuse
and Coronavirus – The Toxic Mix.

99%

of those that attend the sessions say
that the awareness and learning will
be used in their workplace or community.

97%
98%

of those that attend the workshops rate
them as excellent or very good.

said that they would attend more
awareness sessions and training
workshops delivered by Alpha Vesta.

Growing research tells us that experiencing
domestic abuse is correlated with young
people becoming embroiled in gang
activity, county lines, grooming and sexual
exploitation where the cycle of violence and
abuse continues outside the home and into
adulthood. (Barnado’s, 2020)

Some of our Feedback!

SponorshiP Packages

Very informative for someone like myself who hasn’t
really been involved with issues around domestic
abuse.

If you would like to support Alpha Vesta in continuing
to offer this valuable work straight into the heart of
communities and workplaces, it would be fantastic
for you to become a sponsor, and the table below
explains the different levels you can support us.

An excellent workshop that was so informative,
everyone working with children or adults should
attend this training.
Very informative and concise, so was easy to listen
to, understand and learn from.
Insightful and helpful.
Lots of information I can use in my work as an
advocate to support people.
Extremely informative and the breaking
down of such a multi-complex subject was
fantastically done.
This was a really excellent course from a diversity
and inclusion perspective and I
really valued the sensitive way Lucy spoke
about different communities and provided broader
context
This was excellent and my interest was held
throughout the whole session.
High quality training done in a short time that really
makes a difference
Very clear, easy to follow and informative.
Lots of insightful tips on recognising
signs of abuse.
Thought provoking and engaging
I found the course exceptional, the information was
well organised and clearly presented. Informative
and engaging. Thank you.
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Cost
Number of
sponsored
workshops
Sponsors logo in
the introduction
of workshop and
marketing for the
workshop
Information about
the sponsor in
the workshop
introduction
Sponsors details
on Eventbrite/
marketing material
Sponsor named on
the Sponsorship
page on Alpha
Vesta’s website
Sponsors logo
on Alpha Vesta’s
website
Alpha Vesta
sponsors stamp
Private workshop
for sponsors
employees (max.
25 attendees)
Alpha Vesta
Domestic Abuse
Policy
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To register you interest in becoming a sponsor, please
contact: enquiries@alphavesta.com

1 in 4 women and 1 in 6 men will be affected
by some form of domestic abuse in their
adult lifetime. (ONS, 2019)

enquiries@alphavesta.com
01245 791281

Bronze

